Shipping and Transport Instructions for ACL Units
To avoid any type of transport damage, we strongly recommend the use of ACL original packaging.
If you do not have suitable transport packaging, we will be happy to send you a suitable one
for your device - free of charge in case of a warranty claim, at extra charge outside the warranty.
Improper packaging can lead to damage to individual components. For this reason, please ensure careful handling
during transportation and loading. Always ensure gentle handling during charging and internal transport and avoid
placing the unit on hard surfaces.
If you have any questions, please contact our service team at +49 341 23078-60 or by email at service@acl.de.

OR-PC®/ OR-MD® 15

1.

Remove all cables, mounting systems and other
accessories.

3.

Turn the foam around, pull it slightly apart and
place the device with the backside into the foam.

2.

Place the foam in front of you and bend the
following foam parts into the respective opening.

4.

Take the corners of the two foam parts and clamp
it over the display on the opposite side.

5.

Hold the box placed upright and slide the device
including the foam parts in the provided transport
box.

6.

Store the accessories (power cable, etc.) in the
accessory box.
Place the accessory box on the upper part as
shown on the picture and close the box.
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Shipping and Transport Instructions for ACL Units
To avoid any type of transport damage, we strongly recommend the use of ACL original packaging.
If you do not have suitable transport packaging, we will be happy to send you a suitable one
for your device - free of charge in case of a warranty claim, at extra charge outside the warranty.
Improper packaging can lead to damage to individual components. For this reason, please ensure careful
handling during transportation and loading. Always ensure gentle handling during charging and internal transport
and avoid placing the unit on hard surfaces.
If you have any questions, please contact our service team at +49 341 23078-60 or by email at service@acl.de.

OR-PC®, OR-MD® 21

OR-PC®, OR-MD® 24

1.

Remove all cables, mounting systems and
other accessories.

1.

Remove all cables, mounting systems and other
accessories.

2.

Place the unit between the black foam parts.

2.

Place the unit between the black foam parts.
Remove the edge and throw away the remaining
parts.

Hold the box placed upright and slide the
device including the foam parts in the provided
transport box.

4.

Store the accessories (power cable, etc.) in the
accessory box.
Place the accessory box on the upper part as
shown on the picture and close the box.

3.
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Shipping and Transport Instructions for ACL Units
To avoid any type of transport damage, we strongly recommend the use of ACL original packaging.
If you do not have suitable transport packaging, we will be happy to send you a suitable one
for your device - free of charge in case of a warranty claim, at extra charge outside the warranty.
Improper packaging can lead to damage to individual components. For this reason, please ensure careful
handling during transportation and loading. Always ensure gentle handling during charging and internal transport
and avoid placing the unit on hard surfaces.
If you have any questions, please contact our service team at +49 341 23078-60 or by email at service@acl.de.

OR-PC®/ OR-MD® 19

OR-PC®/ OR-MD® 27, 32, 42, 43, 55

1.

Remove all cables, mounting systems and other
accessories.

1.

Remove all cables, mounting systems and
other accessories.

2.

Place the unit between the plastic foils. Press both
foils onto each other. The unit shall not have any
space to move between the foils as shown on the
picture bellow:

2.

Attach the airbags to two opposing sides of the
unit and place it in the carton.
The carton shall be fixed with tension straps
onto a pallet in an upright position. Transporting
the carton in a lying position might damage the
unit!
The box must not be larger than the pallet as
shown on the picture bellow:

3.

Place the accessory box on the upper plastic foil.
Use a knife to cut down all four carton corners
until the foils have no room left for movements
inside the box as shown on the picture bellow:

Close the box after the proper placement of the
unit according to the instructions above.
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